In this article we examine one-dimensional model of system where first-order phase transition occurs. We show, that basic properties of this phenomenon, as for example well defined temperature of transition, are caused by existence of border between phases, where molecules have possibility to change the phase. After presentation and theoretical analysis of the model, we present results of Monte Carlo simulations and results based on numerical calculation of energy levels distribution of the system.
Introduction
Main purpose of this article is introducing simple model of the system where firstorder phase transition occurs. We present some posible scenario which may leads in nature to phenomena like melting-freezing or evaporation-condensation. Our purpose is not showing new aspects of this phenomenon but rather presentation simple, didactic model, which allows to intuitive understanding. Thanks to simplicity, our model allows to formally (mathematically) calculation of some thermodynamical quantities (e.g. temperature of the transition, latent heat per molecule) and is easy to implement the metods of numerical symulations, which we done in this work.
As generally known, one of the simplest classification of phase transitions takes into account the existence of a latent heat. Hence, we have first-order phase transitions where latent heat appears (e.g. melting, evaporation) and second-order phase transitions -without associated latent heat (e.g. transition ferromagnetic to paramagnetic).
There are a lot of models in literature, describing phase transitions of both types. We mention here standard models, as for example: Ising model, lattice gas model, XY model [1] and the novel ones [2] . Most of them starts from Hamiltonian of the system, for which partition function (or another statistical quantity) is calculated. Next the partition function is examined and some discontinuities or singularities are searching, which are responsible for the presence of the phase transition [3] . In our model sytuation is almost opposite. We start model construction using intuitive premises. Next the formal analysis shows, that partition function of the system has singularity in thermodynamic limit .
The most characteristic property of crystal-liquid or liquid-gas transitions (except of existence of the latent heat) is well defined (for fixed pressure) temperature of the transition. Below this temperature we have only phase I (e.g. crystalline solid) while above we have only phase II (e.g. liquid). Both phases (generally) differ considerably from each other (symmetry, viscosity, compressibility, etc.) . It means that very little temperature change of the system causes dramatic change of molecules arrangement. Main purpose of our model is an intuitive explanation how it is possible.
In order to describe the dynamics in our model we use process of random walking with discrete time. We will show, that basic properties of melting are caused by existence of border between phases. Molecules can change attachment to the phase only near this border. Far away from the border molecules are blocked by neighbours. We will show, that it leads to exponential spectrum distribution of the system and it guarantee occurrence of the phase transition.
2 Description of the model
Basic element of the model
Basic element of our model is quantum system with free hamiltonian H 0 . Spectrum of H 0 consists n + m + 1 levels (discrete, nondegenerate) shown on Fig. 1 . This system we will call a molecule.
Lowel n + 1 levels, numbered from 0 to n we will call a first phase levels, while upper m levels (from n + 1 to n + m + 1) we will call a second phase levels. 
where ∆ * 12 = ∆ 12 + ∆ 1 n is energy of lowest level of phase II, ∆ 12 is energy gap between phases. Existence of the gap ∆ 12 is not necessary, we add it for greatest generality of our considerations. Particularly, our model is operational even if we establish ∆ 1 = ∆ 2 = ∆ 12 .
We donot need evident expression of H 0 nor its ,,origin". However, it is beter for intuitive understanding, to imagine that states of H 0 are rather the states of the motion of molecule, than states of its internal electronic excitations.
Scheme of the system and transition rules
In this work we examine system consisted of N molecules (introduced in last subsection), which are numbered from 1 to N , put together in one-dimensional lattice (Fig.2) .
We assume, that molecules do not interact each other, i.e. we do not introduce (evidently) any Hamiltonian of interaction between molecules. Only, as a result of interaction with environment (thermostat), state each of them can jump to nearest neighboring level (higher or lower) with appropriate probability (Markov chain). • exceptions: molecule i = 1 (first from the left) is always able to jump from level n to level n + 1, molecule i = N (the last from the left) is always able to jump from level n + 1 to level n,
As the initial state of the simulation we always choose only distribution of states, for which all molecules from phase II lie on the left from all molecules from phase I.
Foregoing limitations establish in the system a border between phases (analog of free surface). Transitions of molecules from first phase to second phase are possible only on the border of pahases. Molecule which has enough energy for jumping to different phase is not able to do it until its appropriate neighbor has not done this first. The molecule is blocked by its neighbor and it have to wait for its turn. Below we show, that this property of the model guarantees existence the first-order phase transition.
Limitations of our model
• our model is one-dimensional, while systems in nature are usually 3-dimensional,
• molecules in phase II are distinguishable in our lattice, while molecules in gases and liquids are undistinguishable,
• molecules in phase I has mutualy independent energy levels, while molecules in krystals has common energy levels -collective fonon excitations,
• distribution of levels in both phases of our model are uniform -constant gaps between level
3 Theoretical analise of model properties
Statistical properties of single molecule
The canonical partition function for single (free 1 ) molecule from Fig. 1 is given by:
where A n is a contribution of states belonging to phase I:
while B n,m is a contribution of states belonging to phase II:
In low temperature (i.e. for A n > B n,m ) free molecule is occupying first phase more often than second. If m > n+1 (i.e. number of levels in phase II is greater than number of levels in phase I) opposite situation is possible. In high temperature (when A n < B n,m ) probability of finding free molecule in second phase is greater than porbability of finding it in first phase.
At some temperature molecule is occupying levels of both phases with the same probabilities:
We will show, that it is a temperature of the phase transition in our model (Fig. 2 ). This temperature we will mark by T * , and its reverse by β * .
Statistical properties of the lattice
Partition function of the lattice is given by:
where A n , B n,m are given by Eq. (2),(3). We can write Eq. (5) in following form:
where θ is Heaviside function. Division of z l let us calculate both sums in the limit N → ∞. We can see that for N → ∞ function z l is divergent (which is caused by A N and B N ), but for β → β * another divergence occurs (divergence of geometrical series). Averaged energy of the lattice per single molecule is given by:
For N → ∞ we obtain:
where E I = ∂(lnA n )/∂β and E II = ∂(lnB n,m )/∂β. Latent heat per single molecule is given by:
Probability of finding k molecules in phase II is given by:
and it is worth to notice that:
Connection with random walking
In order to understand why in our model the phase transition occurs, it is conveniently to use a Markov chain. We choose states of this process as numbers from 0 to N . These numbers are equal to amount of molecules occupying phase II (it is also position of phase border in our lattice). This is process of random walking (Fig. 3) , with probabilities of jumping right and left given by:
where α -probability of transitions next molecule to phase II, β -probability of transitions next molecule to phase I. Probabilities (15), (16) Calling well known properties of the random walking [4] we have as follows: -for T < T * (i.e. for α < β) stationary distribution of the process is exponential (left plot from Fig. 4) . So, in equilibrium state most of molecules occupy phase I levels. Only on the left edge of the lattice we have some fluctuations, and some molecules occupy phase II levels. When T → T * fluctuations became stronger, and stationary distribution became similar to constant distribution; -for T > T * (i.e. for α > β) we have opposite situation (right plot from Fig. 4 ). Most of molecules occupy phase II levels, and we have fluctuations on the right edge of the lattice, where some molecules occupy phase I levels; -for T = T * we have symmetrical random walking (α = β), which corresponds to constant distribution of probability p n = 1/N . It causes large fluctuations of energy during the phase transition. It is obvious if we recall example of the system consisted mixture of water and ice, in temperature 0 o C, which is in contact with thermostat consisted water and ice. We use canonical distribution, and during phase transition (with latent heat), fixing of temperature donot fix energy of the system. For very large lattice (when N → ∞) fluctuations on edges affect on all properties of system in very slight manner, even if T ≈ T * (i.e. α ≈ β). So, we should see during increase the temperature of the system, that in the themperature T * almost all molecules simultaneously change the phase. This kind of behavior we have seen in practice, in numerical simulations described in next sections. In our model, transition of molecule from phase II to phase I is possible only by joining it to other molecule alredy occupying phase I (with except first molecule, which always may jump to the phase I). It is in analogy to real solidification, where molecules most often join already existing crystal or begin to crystallize on microscopic grains of dust. In our model right end of the lattice play a role of the grain, because molecule i = N always can jump to phase I. If we exclude this rule from our model, then after transition all molecules to second phase (in high temperature) and another fall of themperature, molecules could not return to phase I -we would obtain supercooled phase II.
From theoretical point of view some modifications of our model are possible. We can include new rule, which make possible spontaneous transitions of molecules from phase I to phase II without joining to alredy existing krystal. For example some molecule could jump from phase II to phase I (with some small probability), when it and both of its nearest neighbors together are occupying the lowest level of phase II. However, we donot consider this kind of modifications in this work.
Other useful relations
Equilibrium probability distribution for single molecule from phase I (when levels of phase II are unavailable) is given by:
while for molecule from phase II (when levels of phase I are unavailable) is given by:
Average energy of molecule in phase I (when phase II is unavailable) is given by:
while in phase II (when phase I is unavailable) is given by:
where a = B n,m /A n . It is stationary distribution for Markov chain from Fig 3. Using equation (21) we can calculate average number of molecules occupying phase II in the form:
and average number of molecules occupying phase I as N I = N − N II . Energy of the lattice per single molecule as function of temperature (taking into acount the fluctuations) is given by:
where average energies are given by equations (19) and (20). Equation (23) is a estimation because we donot consider, that near the border between phases molecules had not enough time to reach equilibrium state in current phase (i.e. molecules didnot "forget" yet, that some time ago it was occupying another phase). Establishing n = 1, m = 3, ∆ 1 = ∆ 2 = ∆ 12 = 1 we obtain:
Examples
• temperature of transition (calculated from Eq.(4), using numerical method -left plot from Fig. 6 ): T * = 6.08152,
• average energy of molecule from phase I, for T = T * , using Eq.(19): 4 Numerical simulations
Monte-Carlo simulations
In order to verify in practice our considerations we created computer program -symulation in Java language. We examined lattices from examples 1 i 2 (last section) using Monte Carlo algorithm [5] . In our algorithm, in each step, state of each molecule is changing randomly to higher or lower, and probability of jump depends on temperature as follow:
where A -probability of jump up to neighboring higher level (if transition is permitted), B -probability of jump down to neighboring lower level (if transition is permitted), ∆ -energy gap between level. 
Numerical computation of levels distribution and thermodynamical properties
For small lattices (i.e. for small N , m and n) direct (numerical) calculation of energy for each state of the lattice is possible. We have done it for system from the first example (section 3.4.1) for N = 20 molecules using computer program. We have obtained: -81 energy levels of the system (first level: E = 0, last level: E = 80), -10 458 256 051 all states of the system, -degeneracy d n of energy levels (i.e. number of states of the system with the same energy) -see appendix A. Plot of logarithm d n is shown on Fig. 10 .
We can see on Fig. 10 linear fragment of the curve, which corresponds exponential increase of levels degeneration. If we identify the degeneration d n with density of energy levels ρ(E), then we get (using relation S = k ln ρ(E)) linearity of S(E) responsible of phase transition occurrence. Intuitively we may prove the exponential increase of levels density as follows:
• Let D i be amount of states of the system available when border of phase is located near i-th molecule (i.e. N II = i). Then D i+1 = D i m/(n + 1), which means, that D i increase exponentially with repect the number of molecules occupying second phase (N II ). Figure 10: Probability distribution of level occupation for temperatures T =2, 4, 5, T * , 7, 9 Equilibrium probability distribution of levels occupation for fixed temperature can be calculate using formula:
Plots from Fig. 11 depict distribution (26) for several temperatures (including temperature of the transition). Worth to notice is (according to expectations) flat distribution for T = T * . We have symmetry random walking and large energy fluctuations.
For comparison numerical results with theoretical calculations (from section 3) we show average energy of the system (per single molecule) as function of temperature (fat curve on Fig. 12 ) calculated from:
where p n are given by Eq. (26), and energies are equal to E n = n∆. Thin curve in plot 11 (which almost merges with thick one) shows energy computed theoretically from Eq. (23) and showing before on the left plot in Fig. 8 . We can see high accordance between numerical results and theoretical expectations from last section. 
